


REGULAR HOURS
Monday – Friday, 10:00am – 6:30pm 
Saturday 10:00am – 5:00pm 
Always closed on Sunday and on all major holidays.
Extended hours during the holiday season.  

DIRECTIONS
85 North to I-985. Take exit 4 (Hwy 20). 
Turn left onto Hwy 20. Go 1 mile to Buford Hwy. 
Turn right unto Buford Hwy. Go 1⁄2 mile.
Tara Fine Jewelry is on the right.

TaraFineJewelry.com
(770) 932-0119

1829 Buford Highway
Buford, GA 30518

FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE

In 1985, Tara Fine Jewelry Company, Atlanta’s premier jewelry 
retailer, started with two friends who wanted to combine their 
jewelry backgrounds and build something together. Their dream 
became a reality when they opened the doors of their humble 
525-square foot store in Buford, GA. In those early years, Tara Fine 
Jewelry Company specialized in offering items created in-house. 
Customers became regulars and brought in friends and family, and 
by 1995, the business moved to its current home at 1829 Buford 
Highway to accommodate its growing clientele. 

Today, 34 years later, Tara Fine Jewelry Company has over 
twenty-five employees and a 6,000 square foot showroom 
including a state-of-the-art repair and design center. The company 
is an authorized dealer of the world’s most distinguished Swiss 
timepieces, including Rolex, Tudor, and Tag Heuer. Tara is also 
a proud retailer of designer brand jewelry like Roberto Coin, 
Mikimoto Pearls, and the very rare Forevermark diamonds. The 
NFL’s Atlanta Falcons designated the store as their First Official 
Team Jeweler, and numerous other Atlanta celebrities choose 
Tara Fine Jewelry Company when designing engagement rings or 
making luxury jewelry and watch purchases. 

While Tara Fine Jewelry Company offers the world’s most exclusive 
brands of jewelry and Swiss watches, the business continues to stay 
true to its roots by focusing on quality fine jewelry at affordable 
prices and real customer service. Tara Fine Jewelry Company is 
proud to play an integral part of each of their clients’ cherished 
occasions, from the purchase of a baby’s first rattle to the choosing 
of an engagement ring and beyond. So find yourself surrounded 
by the most luxurious diamond jewelry and Swiss watches at Tara 
Fine Jewelry Co., Atlanta’s favorite destination and an iconic 
Buford, GA landmark. Please also visit us on-line at our newly  
re-designed website at www.tarafinejewelry.com. 
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Beyonce’s Engagement Ring 
Photo credit: Kevork Djansezian / Getty Images

Frank and Barbara Sinatra at the White House
Photo credit: Bettmann, Contributor / Getty Images

Marilyn Monroe - Photo credit: Frank Worth, Courtesy of Capital Art, 
Contributor / Getty Images

Lady Gaga – Photo credit: Dan MacMedan, Contributor / Getty Images
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A Successful Past and Present 
Make Buford Shine Bright. 

Georgia’s 
Hidden Gem
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Buford is one of the oldest cities in Gwinnett County having 
been established in 1872. Named after Algernon Sidney 
Buford, Buford had dreams of being more than just a sleepy 
little town. The leaders of the time had foresight and ambition. 
Because of this, Buford fast became known for its growth 
in education and business. Industry flourished, establishing 
Buford as the largest city in Gwinnett and one of the most 
significant industrial developments not only in Georgia, but in 
the United States at the time. The rail lines ran straight through 
creating a direct pipeline North to South. Active rail lines 
that are still seen and used today, making the train whistle a 
nostalgic and common sound throughout Buford. The city’s 
prominent leather industry that was led by The Bona Allen 
Company and its location as a railway stop for travelers, 
caused the population to boom in the early 1900’s.  

During Prohibition times, moonshiners used Buford’s woods 
to hide stills and its roads to run “Shine” into Atlanta’s 
speakeasies. The Prohibition of the 1920’s turned the craft into 

a lucrative side business for many families in the area.  Dense 
woods, clear streams and dirt roads made for an ideal setting 
for moonshiners to set up shop. These local families usually 
ran legitimate businesses or worked in the mills and tannery 
by day and ran their deliveries at night. Buford residents were 
resourceful and forward thinkers, allowing them to withstand 
the hardships of the Great Depression. 

Atlantans might have heard of Buford because of its 
leadership in industry and its illicit moonshine business, but 
the upper crust of Atlanta soon would look towards Buford 
as a luxurious escape with the construction of Lake Sidney 
Lanier in 1956. Created by the Army Corp of Engineers by 
the flooding of a nearby town, Lake Lanier boasts 39,000 
acres and 692 miles of shoreline, making it one of the largest 
manmade lakes in North America. Today it sees more than 7.5 
million visitors from all over the country on large houseboats, 
smaller fishing and sport boats, jet skis and canoes. Not to 
mention those visiting Lake Lanier’s campgrounds, resorts, 

All one has to do to see the rich history Buford has, is to take a drive down Main Street. Here 

one will see a beautiful integration of old and new buildings nestled together boasting busy 

shops, independent restaurants and various businesses. Landmarks like the Bona Allen Mansion 

and the old Tannery still stand today proudly showcasing their heritages. Brick lined streets and 

sidewalks add charm to one of Georgia’s true hidden gems.
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beaches and waterparks.  Summer months are not the only 
time visitors flock to Lake Lanier; the islands feature over 
six miles of Christmas lights during their “Magical Nights 
of Lights” during the holiday season. Lake Lanier has also 
been the site of historical events such as the 1996 Summer 
Olympics where world-renowned rowers competed for the 
gold in the rowing and sprint canoeing events. 

Georgia’s film industry grows yearly with leaps and bounds, 
making it a common occurrence to see Buford and Lake Lanier’s 
prime locations used in feature films and tv shows. Movies 
like Blended starring Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore, 
and the Netflix series Ozark starring Jason Bateman are just 
two of many that locals are sure to recognize while watching. 

Take a trip down Main Street to any of the local independent 
restaurants and you might find yourself eating beside a 
celebrity or two. Buford is the home of many a fine dining 
establishment, such as Bare Bones Steakhouse, Rico’s World 
Kitchen and Aqua Terra. Incorporating historical architecture 
of a bygone era, these restaurants embrace the old as they 
bring new life to these spaces. 

2019

EARLY 1900’S
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When one walks into Bare Bones Steakhouse, 
housed in the old Bona Allen Factory,  it is hard 
to miss the decades old wide plank floors, worn 
leather-making tools that hang from the walls and 
black and white pictures of the Allen Family, all 
throwbacks to the building’s history. Many locals 
have family members that used to work in the factory, 
making for a nostalgic night out and a top-of-the-
line dining experience,  with steaks hand-cut personally by 
owner Buddy Maughon and his son just that morning. 

If you are looking for the ambiance of a French countryside 
bistro, look no further than Aqua Terra Bistro. Its brick walls 
are decorated with artistic murals and rustic charm. Globally-
influenced cuisine is served from both land and sea, giving 
Aqua Terra its name. Weekly and seasonal specials are 
provided so that every visit creates a different dining 
experience. 

Don’t let the outside fool you: Inside the old gas station and 
mechanic shop on the corner of West Main and South Lee 
Street, Rico’s World Kitchen is buzzing with foodies gathering 
for nightly specials served up by chef and owner, Rico 
Cunnington. Rico blends together his Filipino heritage with 
other comfort cuisines from across the Southern region and 
world. While enjoying a night out one easily forgets that the 
location used to be where locals came decades earlier to 
have their cars worked on. 

Buford has managed to grow a large theatre and 
entertainment following within the Buford Community Center. 
Hosting acts large and small it attracts families on a weekly 
basis. Musicals and plays are spotlighted at the Sylvia Beard 
Theatre. It is not unusual for large concerts to be hosted in 
Buford, such as Bret Michaels and Rick Michel. From rock to 
the sounds of Frank Sinatra, there is something for everyone. 

Beyond the spotlight, luxurious escapes, delicious restaurants 

and booming business industry one would be remiss to 
exclude Buford’s commitment to education. Buford is home 
to one of the few private city school systems in Georgia. 
The commitment is evidenced in award-winning scholastic 
achievements, alongside many sports championships. 
During the fall football season, Buford’s large stadium (that 
rivals many colleges in size) is packed with loyal fans of the 
Wolves. Nicknamed “Buford University” Buford’s new high 
school resembles more of a college campus than what one 
would traditionally find at the high school level.  

Buford has had long-term political power being one of 
the largest and most influential cities in Gwinnett County. 
Leaders such as Philip Beard have led the charge at making 
sure that Buford remains relevant and leading the pack 
of progress in the area. Businesses have seen decades of 
success integrating themselves within a community that cares. 
Generations have shopped at the same stores, including Tara 
Fine Jewelry Company, which recently celebrated 34 years 
in the Buford area. Businesses continue to watch the scenery 
change and grow along with its people. Its long history is still 
evident today in the community spirit, commitment and pride 
that Buford’s residents possess. 
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DIAMONDS THROUGH THE DECADES
Celebrities and Their Jewels Leave a Lasting Impression. 

Lady Gaga – Photo credit: Dan MacMedan, Contributor / Getty Images

Audrey Hepburn – Photo credit: Bettmann, Contributor / Getty Images

Celebrities and royals have never held back when it comes to parading 

a multitude of beautiful and luxurious jewelry pieces. For decades people 

have clamored to see just what the rich and famous will be wearing next. 
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Kim Kardashian’s Engagement Ring
Photo credit: Alberto E. Rodriguez / 
Stringer (Getty Images)
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Our obsession with celebrity bling started with the movie Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s, when a young Audrey Hepburn was historically captured 
wearing the rare and gorgeous Tiffany yellow diamond. It is one 
of the largest yellow diamonds ever discovered—its original rough 
weight was a whopping 287.42 carats. Cut and polished to its 
current weight of 128.54 carats, it still topples the scales and wows 
viewers. The diamond is known to have only been worn by three 
women during its lifetime: Mrs. E. Sheldon Whitehouse at the 1957 
Tiffany Ball, Audrey Hepburn in 1961 publicity shots for Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s, and recently by Lady Gaga at the 91st Annual Academy 
Awards. Each one boasted a different setting, allowing the center 
stone to remain the star attraction.

Few diamonds are given the historic status that the Tiffany Yellow 
Diamond has, but several have a place in many hearts as we watch 
the parade of diamonds on any red carpet event. Designers lavish 
celebrities with large and unique jewels, turning heads and catching 
the spotlight time and time again. 

For decades, celebrities have proudly shown off their one-of-a-
kind diamonds for the paparazzi’s cameras. A legend in her own 

right, Elizabeth Taylor was no stranger to diamonds. Her collection 
boasted two amazing stones: The Krupp Diamond (33.19 carat 
asscher cut) presented to her by her husband Richard Burton in 
1968 and originally bought for $307,000, and the Taylor-Burton 
Diamond (68 carat pear shape) bought in 1969 for $1,050,000. 
Taylor sold the 68 carat stunner in 1979 and used the proceeds to 
build a hospital in Botswana. The Krupp Diamond was later sold by 
Taylor’s estate for $8.8 million in 2011. 

Marilyn Monroe said it best with “Diamonds are a girl’s best friend.” 
The icon’s name has been synonymous with diamonds since she 
sang the memorable song in 1953 in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. 
Marilyn owned several beautiful pieces, but started a fashion trend 
still beloved today with her baguette cut diamond eternity band 
from legendary baseball player Joe DiMaggio in 1954. Thirty-six 
sparkling baguette diamonds danced around her finger, creating a 
lasting impression.  

The guy of guys, Mr. Sinatra himself, proposed to his wife Barbara 
in the typical Rat Pack cool style by throwing two diamonds on 
the bed and having her pick one. He later dropped her chosen 

Frank and Barbara Sinatra at the White House: Photo credit: 
Bettmann, Contributor / Getty Images

Marilyn Monroe – Photo credit: Frank Worth, 
Courtesy of Capital Art, Contributor / Getty Images
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diamond ring in a glass of champagne, but he still had not 
officially proposed until she made him choose which finger to 
put it on. The 20.60 carat emerald cut diamond was flanked by 
two triangular shaped diamonds, and was dubbed “Lady Blue 
Eyes.” It recently sold in 2018 for $1.7 million at the auction of 
her estate. 

News of celebrity engagements tops social media nowadays. 
Instagram accounts of our favorites feature their stunning proposal 
stories. Modern diva Beyoncè was presented with an 18 carat 
asscher cut diamond ring designed by Lorraine Schwartz from 
her love Jay-Z  worth an estimated $5 million in 2008. 

Rapper and producer Kanye West presented not one but two 
memorable rings to his love and style icon Kim Kardashian. 
The first was 15 carat cushion cut diamond ring in 2013. The 
upgraded 20 carat version was stolen in the now famous 2016 
Paris robbery. 

In 2012, Brad Pitt bestowed on Angelina Jolie a custom designed 
engagement ring. Rumor has it that Brad designed the 16 carat 
emerald cut diamond ring himself. Each side trapezoid diamond 
was specially cut to encircle and fit her finger. 

Baseball icon, A-Rod (Alex Rodriguez) stole J. Lo’s (Jennifer 
Lopez) heart this past March with an estimated 20 carat emerald 
cut engagement ring worth around $4.5 million. Looks like “Jenny 
from the block” is carrying a big rock around these days.

No list would be complete without including the Royal Family. 
Both princes have married in recent years, each presenting his 
lady of choice with stunning jewels. In 2011, Prince William 
presented Kate Middleton with Princess Diana’s (his mother) 
royal engagement ring, a 12 carat oval shaped blue ceylon 
sapphire surrounded by 14 solitaire diamonds. His younger 
brother, Prince Harry, gave American actress Meghan Markle 
a beautiful cushion cut center diamond from Botswana where 
they met and two smaller side diamonds from his mother’s royal 
jewelry collection. Both royal brothers show that they have 
indeed inherited their mother’s class and sense of style.

Celebrities may come and go, but it is certain that they and their 
jewels leave a lasting impression.
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Kate Middleton – Photo credit:  
Chris Jackson / Getty Images

Meghan Markle – Photo credit: Chris Jackson / 
Getty Images

Angelina Jolie - Photo credit: Featureflash Photo Agency / 
Shutterstock.com
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Beyonce -  Photo credit: s_bukley / Shutterstock.
com

Jennifer Lopez’s Engagement Ring: 
Photo credit: Dia Dipasupil / Getty 
Images
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A.  Emerald cut reverse diamond halo mounting with 40 round brilliant diamonds 0.19tdw, available in 18K white and yellow gold (140-04311)   B.  Oval shape diamond 

mounting with 50 round brilliant diamonds, 0.26tdw, available in 18k white and rose gold (140-00336)   C.  18k White gold mounting with 45 round brilliant diamonds, 

0.06tdw, available in 18k white and yellow gold (140-00202)   D.  Platinum mounting with 48 round brilliant diamonds, 1.80tdw, featuring a 4.01ct Forevermark round 

diamond , matching platinum diamond band, 38 round brilliant diamonds, 1.25tdw (140-04077, 190-01238, 110-04269)   E.  18k White gold custom mounting with 18 round 

brilliant diamonds, 0.72tdw, featuing a 4.01ct pear shape diamond, matching 18k white gold band with 20 round brilliant diamonds, 0.32tdw (140-04262, 190-01410, 110-

04162)   F.  18k Rose gold mounting with 70 round brilliant diamonds, 0.36tdw, matching 18k rose gold diamond band with 71 round brilliant diamonds, 0.37tdw  (140-00301, 

110-00240)   G.  18k White gold mounting with 65 round brilliant diamonds, 0.36tdw (140-00380)   H.  18k White gold mounting with 32 round brilliant diamonds, 0.76tdw 

(140-04237)   I.  18K White gold mounting with 196 round brilliant diamonds, 1.05tdw (140-00337) 
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A.  Platinum oval shape diamond halo mounting with 44 round brilliant diamonds, 0.54tdw, featuring a 3.88ct oval shape diamond (140-00391, 190-01185)   B.  18k White 

gold mounting with 10 round brilliant diamonds, 0.99tdw, featuring a 5.03ct round diamond (140-00312, 100-02631)   C.  Platinum and yellow gold mounting with 2 shield 

cut diamonds, 0.50tdw, and 112 round brilliant diamonds, 1.82tdw, featuring a 8.13ct oval shape fancy light yellow diamond (130-00125)   D.  Round diamond engagement 

mounting with 28 round brilliant diamonds, 0.33tdw, available in18k white and yellow gold (140-00300)   E.  Platinum and yellow gold mounting with 91 brilliant diamonds, 

1.61tdw, featuring a 8.88ct pear shape fancy yellow diamond (130-00060)   F.  18k White gold mounting with 45 round brilliant diamonds, 0.52tdw, featuring a 2.39ct 

asscher cut diamond,  (140-00235, 190-00005)   G.  18k White gold mounting with 40 round diamonds, 0.38tdw, featuring a 3.22ct oval shape diamond (140-04030, 

190-01230)   H.  Marquise diamond halo mounting with 43 round brilliant diamonds, 0.36tdw, available in 18k white and yellow gold(140-04111)   I.  Platinum double halo 

emerald cut diamond mounting with 132 round brilliant diamonds, 1.69tdw (140-04211)   J.  18k White gold diamond halo mounting with 52 round brilliant diamonds, 1.21tdw, 

featuring a 2.50ct cushion cut blue sapphire (140-00256, 270-01594)   K.  Platinum mounting with 2 trapezoid diamonds, 1.00tdw, featuring a 5.27ct emerald cut diamond 

(140-04005, 190-01226)
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A.  Diamond Drop Earrings, 46 diamonds 0.66tdw, available in 18k yellow and white gold (150-06718, 150-06717) $3,295   B.  18k Yellow custom gold diamond collar 

necklace with 9 brilliant round diamonds 0.20tdw (165-00774) $3,800   C.  18k Yellow gold diamond dangle earrings with 14 round brilliant diamonds 0.68tdw (150-00061) 

$1,995   D.  Norman Covan diamond ring, 120 round brilliant diamonds 0.55tdw, 5 baguette diamonds 0.18tdw (130-00123) $3,295   E.  Diamond stackable bands with 40 

round brilliant diamonds 1.25tdw available in 18k white, rose and yellw gold (110-00203, 110-00150, 110-00148) $3,495 each   F.  18k White gold eternity diamond pave 

band with 222 round brilliant diamonds 3.66tdw (110-04307) $6,995   G.  18k rose gold diamond bangle bracelet, 3 baguette diamonds 0.71tdw (170-02127) $6,995 

H.  18k Yellow gold diamond bangle bracelet, 3 round brilliant diamonds 0.79tdw (170-02124) $7,295   I.  18k White gold diamond bangle bracelet, 3 marquise diamonds 

0.78tdw (170-02217) $6,995
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A.  Diamond bar pendant with 50 brilliant round diamonds 0.38tdw (165-00856) $1,599   B.  Diamond band with 84 round brilliant diamonds, 9 baguette diamonds, 

2.12tdw, available in 18k yellow and white gold (130-01369, 130-01370) $8,995   C.  Diamond necklace with 51 round brilliant diamonds 1.10tdw, available in 18k yellow 

and white gold  (165-00913) $3,995   D.  Diamond bangle bracelet with 82 round brilliant diamonds 0.65tdw, available in 18k yellow and white gold (170-02207) $6,495  

E.  Diamond band with 79 round brilliant diamonds 1.24tdw, available in 18k yellow and white gold  (130-01372, 130-01371) $4,395   F.  Diamond pave cuff bracelet with 

110 round brilliant diamonds 1.45tdw, available in 18k yellow and white gold (170-02227, 170-02228) $5,395
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A.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Classic large hoop earrings, 45mm (425-04699) $720   B.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin small hoop earrings (425-04701) $580     

C.  18k Yellow gold diamond necklace, 34 round brilliant diamonds 0.82tdw (160-06069) $3,790   D.  Roberto Coin diamond hoop earrings, various diamond sizes 

available, choice of 18k white and yellow gold (150-06645, 150-06788)*   E.  18k Two-tone yellow and white gold  diamond cuff bracelet, 142 round brilliant diamonds, 

1.87tdw (170-02193) $12,995   F.  18k Rose gold diamond pave band, 232 round brilliant diamonds 1.69tdw (110-00176) $4,490   G.  Open design diamond ring, 44 

round brilliant diamonds, 0.40tdw, available in 18k yellow, white and rose gold (130-00074) $1,899   H.  18k White gold diamond pave band, 232 round brilliant diamonds 

1.69tdw (130-00918) $4,490   I.  Diamond pave bangle bracelet, 351 round brilliant diamonds 5.00tdw, available in 18k rose, white and yellow gold (170-00077) $10,649    

*Please call for pricing
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A.  18k White gold diamond martini stud earrings, available in various carat sizes (150-06584)*   B.  18k White gold diamond halo stud earrings, available in various carat 

sizes (150-00274)*   C.  18k White gold diamond necklace with138 round brilliant diamonds, 37 marquise diamonds 20.69tdw (165-00907) 44,995   D.  18k White gold 

diamond dangle earrings with 2 pear shape diamonds, 4 marquise diamonds and 6 round brilliant diamonds 2.30tdw (150-06750) $12,995   E.  18k White gold 3 stone 

diamond necklace with 1 round brilliant diamond, 1 pear shape diamond and 1 marquise shape diamond at 1.22tdw (165-00922) $6,150   F.  18k White gold mounting with 

40 round diamonds, 0.38tdw, featuring a 3.22ct oval shape diamond (140-04030, 190-01230)*   G.  18k White gold custom mounting with 18 round brilliant diamonds, 

0.72tdw, featuing a 4.01ct pear shape diamond (140-04262, 190-01410)*   H.  18k White gold diamond wide cuff bracelet with 269 round brilliant diamonds 11.91tdw (170-

02062) $48,000   I.  18k White gold diamond stud earrings with 2 emerald cut diamonds at 1.25tdw, accented by 2 smaller emerald cut diamonds at 0.60tdw (150-06751) 

$10,600   J.  Platinum mounting with 2 trapezoid diamonds, 1.00tdw, featuring a 5.27ct emerald cut diamond (140-04005, 190-01226)   K.  18k White gold diamond and 

blue sapphire eternity band with 9 round blue sapphires at 1.27tgw, 9 emerld cut diamonds at 2.12tdw (200-02534) $8,600   L.  18k White gold round and emerald cut 

diamond eternity band with 9 emerald cut diamonds, 10 round brilliant diamonds at 3.25tdw (110-04499) $9,300   M.  18k White gold emerald cut diamond eternity bands, 

various carat sizes available (110-04431)*    *Please call for pricing.
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A.  18k Yellow gold mother of pearl and diamond clover bracelet, 100 round brilliant diamonds 0.25tdw, 5 mother of pearl stones (240-00472) $899   B.  18k White gold 

turquoise and diamond bracelet, 100 round brilliant diamonds 0.25tdw (240-00480) $899   C.  18k Yellow gold Robeto Coin diamond convertible earrings with 40 round 

brilliant diamonds, 0.45tdw (150-06699) $4,200   D.  18k Yellow gold diamond and turquoise clover leaf necklace, 6 round brilliant diamonds 0.02tdw (235-00023) $825 

E.  18k Yellow gold diamond and mother of pearl clover leaf necklace, 6 round brilliant diamonds 0.02tdw (235-00021) $825   F.  18k Yellow gold  Roberto Coin Princess 

Flower diamond pendant, 16 round brilliant diamonds 0.16tdw (160-06031) $2,350   G.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin diamond Princess Flower necklace, 16 round brilliant 

diamonds, 0.17tdw (160-05769) $1,650   H.  18k Yellow gold diamond and turquoise bracelet, 100 round brilliant diamonds, 0.25tdw, 5 turquoise stones (240-00477) 

$899   I.  18k White gold mother of pearl and diamond bracelet, 100 round brilliant diamonds 0.25tdw, 5 mother of pearl stones (240-00475) $899   J.  18k Yellow gold 

Roberto Coin Princess diamond ring,  0.54tdw (130-01356) $3,700   K.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin diamond Venetian Princess earrings, 18 round brilliant diamonds 

0.07tdw, 8 mother of pearl 1.90tgw (210-02045) $2,100   L.  18k Yellow gold diamond and mother of pearl clover leaf necklace, 20 round brilliant diamonds 0.05tdw (235-

00028) $379   M.  18k White gold diamond and turquoise clover leaf necklace, 20 round brilliant diamonds 0.05tdw (235-00042) $379   N.  18k White gold diamond and 

mother of pearl clover leaf necklace, 20 round brilliant diamonds 0.05tdw (235-00032) $379   O.  18k Yellow gold diamond and turquoise clover leaf necklace, 20 round 

brilliant diamonds 0.05tdw (235-00034) $379
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A.  Oval diamond pendant 18” chain with 0.40ct. oval diamond , available in 18k yellow and white gold (165-00837, 165-00838) $1,549   B.  18k Yellow gold turquoise 

dangle earrings, 10 round turquoise, also available in 18k white gold (210-02074) $729   C.  18k White gold diamond “Moon & Star” layer necklace, 16/22” chain, 84 round 

brilliant diamonds 0.25tdw (165-00099) $899   D.  18k Yellow gold diamond “Moon”  necklace, 112 diamonds 0.33tdw (165-00811) $899   E.  18k Yellow gold diamond 

“Moon” hoop earrings, 250 round brilliant diamonds 0.73tdw (150-06405) $1,450   F.  24k Yellow gold cabochon aquamarine ring, 15ct. cabochon aquarmarine (200-

00028) $2,200   G.  24k Yellow gold domed diamond ring, 47 round brillinat diamonds 1.60tdw (130-00038) $4,490   H.  18k Yellow gold diamond baguette dangle earrings,  

18 baguette diamonds 0.35tdw, also available in 18k white gold (150-06818) $1,350   I.  24k Hammered yellow gold diamond bangle bracelet, 20 brilliant round diamonds 

0.46tdw(170-00032) $2,150   J.  24k Hammered yellow gold bangle bracelet (440-00012) $1,199 each
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A.  18k White gold Roberto Coin Princess diamond bangle with 36 round brilliant diamonds, 0.48tdw (170-02043) $5,900   B.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Princess large 

satin diamond bangle bracelet with 1.95tdw of round brilliant diamonds (170-02073) $18,500   C.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Venetian Princess diamond ring with 12 

round brilliant diamonds 0.17tdw (130-01393) $3,500   D.  18k Yellow and white gold Roberto Coin Parisienne diamond earrings with 24 round brilliant diamonds, 0.20tdw  

(150-06357) $2,750   E.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Petal diamond ring with 1.85tdw of round brilliant diamonds  (130-01301) $9,400   F.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin 

Symphony diamond bangle bracelet with 108 round brilliant diamonds, 0.90tdw (170-02121) $7,600   G.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Portofino 4 row diamond bangle 

bracelet with 3.75tdw round brilliant diamonds (170-02118) $21,500   H.  Roberto Coin Princess Flower diamond earrings with 32 round brilliant diamonds, 0.38tdw; available 

in 18k yellow and white gold (150-06349) $2,700   I.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin large link bracelet, 54.7 grams (440-02876) $8,300   J.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin 

New Classic Parisianne bracelet with 15 round brilliant diamonds 0.15tdw (170-02054) $3,500   K.  Roberto Coin Portofino 4 row diamond pave ring with 2.00tdw round 

brilliant diamonds; available in 18k rose, white and yellow gold  (130-01298) $9,500   L.  18k Yellow and white gold Roberto Coin Venetian Princess satin diamond bangle 

bracelet with 28 round brilliant diamonds 0.39tdw (170-02186) $7,500
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A.  CARRERA Calibre 16 Automatic Chronograph   B.  AUTAVIA Calibre HEUER 02 Automatic Chronograph   C.  MONACO Calibre 12 Automatic Chronograph   D.  MONACO 

Ladies Quartz Watch with Diamond Dial   E.  AQUARACER Ladies Diamond Steel Bezel Quartz Watch   F.  CARRERA Ladies Quartz Watch with Diamond Bezel
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A.  Diamond Stud Earrings   B.  Diamond Eternity Band   C.  The Center of My Universe® Halo Diamond Pendant   D.  Yellow Diamond Engagement Ring   E.  Oval Diamond 

Halo Engagement Ring   F.  The Center of My Universe® Halo Diamond Engagement Ring   G.  Diamond Engagement Ring   H.  Solitaire Diamond Engagement Ring and 

Diamond Eternity Band   I.  Three-Stone Diamond Engagement Ring
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A.  18k Yellow gold diamond men’s wedding band, 27 baguette diamonds, 42 round brilliant diamonds, 2.10tdw (115-00323) $6,400   B.  18k Yellow gold and black 

titanium men’s wedding band (415-00012) $1,399   C.  18k Black and yellow gold diamond men’s wedding band, 47 round brilliant diamonds 0.60tdw (115-00321) $2,600    

D.  Hammered gold men’s wedding band, available in 18k white, yellow gold and rose gold-not shown (415-00002) $1,725   E.  William Henry Cabernet petrified wood 

rollerball pen with gary green wood and white topaz (703-02167) $1,900   F.  William Henry Spearpoint mosiac aerospace grade titanium knife with turquoise inlay  (702-

00344) $1,275   G.  William Henry Gentac “Red Sun” titanium with blue spruce pine cone knife (702-00339) $1,100   H.  William Henry hand carved sterling silver money 

clip, zinc matrix kingman turquoise and white topaz (702-00322) $650   I.  William Henry Cabernet Kingman turquoise rollerball pen, hand forged damascus and sterling 

silver, zinc matrix kingman turquoise (703-02166) $1,750
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A.  Meisterstück Gold-Coated LeGrand Rollerball Writing Instrument*   B.  Meisterstück Platinum-Coated Classique Ballpoint Writing Instrument*   C.  Meisterstück Red 

Gold-Coated Classique Ballpoint Writing Instrument*   D.  StarWalker Red Gold Resin Ballpoint Writing Instrument*   E.  StarWalker Spirit of Racing Doué Ballpoint Writing 

Instrument*   F.  StarWalker Black Mystery Ballpoint Writing Instrument*   *Please call for prices
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A.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin bezel set round diamond necklace, 1 round diamond 0.38tdw (160-05964) $2,150   B.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Princess diamond 

tassel necklace, 27 round diamonds 0.60tdw (165-00939) $8,500   C.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin 28” bold link chain (431-12625) $14,900   D.  18k Yellow gold 

Roberto Coin Chic and Shine 50MM earrings (425-04653) $1,640   E.  24k Yellow gold and black rhodium diamond cuff bracelet, 29 round brilliant diamonds 2.90tdw  

(170-00033) $10,599   F.  18k Yellow gold Roberto Coin Oro Classic bracelet (440-02874) $10,100   G.  18k Yellow gold diamond ring, 51 round brilliant diamonds 

1.05tdw (130-00077) $3,995
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A.  18k White gold Norman Covan diamond chandelier earrings, 42 round brilliant diamonds and 14 baguette diamonds 1.56tdw (150-06814) $5,995   B.  18k White 

gold mosaic diamond earrings, 20 diamonds 1.34tdw (150-06730) $8,795   C.   18k Yellow gold Norman Covan diamond dangle earrings with 10 pear shape diamonds, 

0.50tdw (150-06390) $2,295   D.  18k Yellow gold Norman Covan Diamond Dangle Necklace with a 16” chain; 2 baguette diamonds, 0.28tdw; 101 round brilliant 

diamonds, 0.86tdw (165-00041) $5,195   E.  18k White gold Norman Covan Convertible Diamond Dangle Necklace with 48 round brilliant diamonds, 0.48tdw; 5 pear 

shape diamonds, 0.25tdw (165-00779) $3,295   F.  Diamond bangle bracelet with 64 round brilliant diamonds, 2.66tdw; available in 18k yellow and white gold (170-

00147) $7,995   G.  Norman Covan diamond ring, 44 baguette diamonds and 4 princess cut diamonds 2.10tdw, available in 18k white, yellow and rose gold (130-00083) 

$5,900   H.  Norman Covan diamond fashion ring with 48 round brilliant diamonds, 1.28tdw, available in 18k rose, white and yellow gold (130-00081, 130-00080) $3,100  

I.  Norman Covan diamond bangle bracelet with 30 round brilliant diamonds, 1.22tdw, available in 18k rose, white and yellow gold  (170-01762) $3,290
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REGULAR HOURS
Monday – Friday, 10:00am – 6:30pm 
Saturday 10:00am – 5:00pm 
Always closed on Sunday and on all major holidays.
Extended hours during the holiday season.  

DIRECTIONS
85 North to I-985. Take exit 4 (Hwy 20). 
Turn left onto Hwy 20. Go 1 mile to Buford Hwy. 
Turn right unto Buford Hwy. Go 1⁄2 mile.
Tara Fine Jewelry is on the right.

TaraFineJewelry.com
(770) 932-0119

1829 Buford Highway
Buford, GA 30518

FINANCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE




